
Standing Committee on Research 
 
Charge: In order to identify and address issues of broad concern to NCTE members interested in advancing research 
in English language arts, the Standing Committee on Research is charged as follows: 
 

• to promote articulation across the various research groups within NCTE; 
• to serve as the primary research strand review group for annual convention programming; 
• to make ELA researchers aware of relatively under-researched areas and to encourage members of the 

Council to undertake studies in one or more of those areas; 
• to explore ways to increase support for literacy research by engaging various groups in collaborative 

projects and by creating materials to help the Council make the case for governmental support for literacy 
research programs; 

• to consider developing position statements and other publications helpful to teachers, administrators, and 
policymakers regarding research in English language arts; 

• to maintain a presence in AERA and pursue efforts to secure private grants and foundation funding for 
NCTE research initiatives. 

 
What major actions or projects have been completed by your group pursuant to your charge since July 1, 2013?  
 
Over the 2014 year the SCR has completed several actions under our charge: 
 
-We met at the Annual Convention in Boston to review the precious years’ work and set out the agenda, including 
duties and subcommittees as detail below  
 
-In February 2014 all members of the SCR review research strand proposal for the annual convention 
 
-From February through April, a subcommittee of four SCR members reviewed and selected winners of the NCTE 
Promising Researcher Award 
 
- From January to March 2014 A subcommittee of four SCR members constructed our two guaranteed session for 
the 2014 Convention.  This included a new session dedicated to research published and research trends from RTE 
(part of an ongoing project to better collaborate between the SCR and RTE) 
 
-During spring 2014 the SCR Chair made five new appointments to the committee  
 
-March 2014 The SCR Chair and another SCR member met with the planning committee in DC to construct the 
research strand program for the 2014 convention.  At this meeting new features of the proposal process were 
implemented so that research strand session could be proposed and cross-listed as Rainbow and LGBT (part of 
ongoing work to better link the SCR with diversity and equity initiatives and institutional structures in NCTE) 
 
- Summer 2014 in collaboration with Headquarters the SCR Chair assisted in planning the Annual Research Awards 
Session Planning  
 
What projects, initiatives, or studies are “in progress” at this time? 
 
-The guaranteed sessions subcommittees continue to plan for their sessions 
 
-Continued work to improve communication and collaboration between SCR, RTE, and NCTEAR in underway.  This 
includes the RTE session at the 2014 convention, the SCR Chair’s involvement (2014 and 2015) in NCTEAR (planning 
and participation). 
 
-We are working to better communicate the research strand and activities of NCTE to emerging and established 
literacy researchers (some of whom see other literacy organizations as more for presenting research)  
 
 

http://www.ncte.org/annual
http://www.aera.net/
http://www.ncte.org/policy-research


Strategic Governance and Council Initiatives: Over the past few years, NCTE has established the National Center 
for Literacy Education (NCLE) to study the conditions for literacy teaching and learning and to advance 
collaboration and inquiry among educators teaching literacy in all disciplines. The Council has also done extensive 
work on formative assessment and how teacher knowledge is or isn’t being tapped as new standards are being 
implemented. 
 
How do you see the work of your group contributing to or benefiting from these initiatives? 
 
The SCR remains a major home of research in these areas within the organization. SCR members and presenters in 
the research strand represent the cutting edge of research in literacy and teaching.  Indeed the SCR takes this 
approach in reviewing proposals, selecting awards, constructing sessions, and publishing research within NCTE 
journals and other publication spaces.  
 
What additional information do you need about these topics or initiatives? 
 
http://www.ncte.org/volunteer/groups/researchcom 
 
Django Paris, Chair 
 
 

http://www.literacyinlearningexchange.org/
http://www.literacyinlearningexchange.org/
http://www.ncte.org/volunteer/groups/researchcom

